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ABSTRACT

1

Effective self-regulated learning (SRL) is important to student academic success. Understanding what SRL struggles students face
in programming assignments is critical to guide many efforts in
computing education, such as designing scalable interventions and
developing effective learning technologies. Prior studies on this
topic contributed to understanding what SRL strategies CS students
typically use in programming assignments, and the interventions
for some SRL struggles such as procrastination. However, few studies have investigated student SRL struggles in programming systematically. To fill this gap, we investigate student SRL struggles
in the context of CS2 through a case study. We used multiple approaches to collect real-time data and validate our findings, such as
tracking student progress, identifying potential SRL struggles, and
interviewing identified struggling students to confirm our identifications. This study contributes to a deeper understanding of what
SRL struggles students face in programming at a fine-grained level,
and provides guidance on interventions for SRL struggles.

Effective self-regulated learning (SRL) is important to student academic success. SRL refers to a process in which students monitor
and adapt their learning progress, using strategies related to motivation, cognition, and metacognition, in order to achieve learning
goals [1, 2]. Prior studies have shown that effective SRL is positively
related to different aspects of learning, such as self-efficacy, academic performance, and persistence [3, 4]. When students conduct
effective SRL, that is typically evidenced by their application of SRL
strategies to different learning stages, such as careful estimates of
the needed time for learning tasks and reflection of the learning
progress based on feedback [5–7].
Understanding what SRL struggles computer science (CS) students face in programming is important for computing educators and researchers. Novice students in entry-level programming
courses are typically in their first or second college year; most of
these students have not fully mastered effective SRL yet [8, 9]. SRL
struggles (e.g., time management) has been identified as a main
factor that contributes to CS students dropout rate, and particularly
for those novice students [10]. Instilling effective SRL strategies
and practices can substantially increase the learning efficacy of CS
courses [8, 11]. A systematic understanding of what SRL struggles
students have in programming can provide a full picture of where
students need help the most, and enable effective intervention designs. Additionally, such an understanding can provide practical
guidance for devising learning technologies that address these challenges on a large scale [12, 13].
Prior studies on this topic contributed to multiple different aspects of SRL, such as examining the relationship between SRL and
student performance in programming courses, and what SRL strategies CS students tend to use [11, 14–19]. In addition, some studies
examined interventions for some specific components of SRL, such
as procrastination and poor help-seeking behaviors [12, 20]. Despite the contributions of prior studies, few efforts have been made
to investigate student struggles of SRL in this context systematically. More importantly, previous studies were limited by a heavy
reliance on retrospective data collection methods such as surveys
and self-reflection to measure student SRL. Such data can hardly
reflect the authentic experience of student programming that unfolds over many hours or days across multiple contexts, missing
nuances of SRL which students can not accurately recall or may
not even be aware of.
To fill this gap, this study aims to investigate student struggles
of SRL in programming assignments in the context of CS2. We used
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multiple approaches to collect data at the fine-grained level, including tracking student progress of programming, identifying students
who had SRL struggles on a real-time basis, reaching out to these
students, and interviewing them on what SRL struggles they have
on a daily basis. The findings of this study contribute to a deeper
and more systematic understanding of student struggles of SRL in
programming assignments, and provide guidance for interventions
and learning technologies that address these struggles.

2

Pedrosa et al. [28] interviewed 38 students in two programming
course, and found that the common SRL strategies that students
used were information searching, work reviewing, and time management (planning). When students self-monitored that they encountered difficulties in solving a problem, they often searched
online for related information or self-evaluated their work for errors (e.g., misspellings, sentence construction, theoretical content).
A similar study was conducted with 85 college students taking
an introductory software development course [8]. Data was collected through reflection essays, and the authors identified a set
of SRL strategies CS students use, such as task difficulty assessment, designing before coding, and problem decomposition. In the
same line, Falkner et al.[29] further found that expert programmers
used substantively more planning (design before coding, time management) and self-evaluation (testing) strategies than novice programmers. Prather et al. [30] studied whether providing an explicit
metacognitive prompt assisted novice programmers in overcoming
the metacognitive difficulties. Marin et al. [20] studied using email
alert intervention to help students overcome procrastination problems. The efforts to investigate how students perform SRL focused
on understanding what SRL strategies students tend to use when
working on programming assignments.
Despite the contributions, there are a few limitations and gaps in
the literature on this topic. First, the majority of prior studies were
conducted retrospectively through surveys or by asking students to
reflect on the work they completed a long time afterward [31]. The
retrospective data might not generalize to authentic settings, because of missed nuances and the lack of verification of the reliability
of this method. Second, although these methods that relied on selfreported data can provide some information about what students
did and how they thought, the results are substantially subject to
individual interpretations and understanding. When students lack
strong self-reflection capabilities, they may not accurately depict
their process of SRL, resulting in biased or inaccurate data [32, 33].
Third, few studies focused on investigating what SRL struggles
students typically face when programming. A systematic understanding of SRL struggles in programming is critical to provide
a full picture of where students need the help the most, and provide guidance for the development of interventions and learning
technologies. This study aims to fill the gaps by investigating what
SRL struggles students face in programming through multiple data
collection approaches, including observing student programming
at a fine-grained level, identifying students who are potentially
struggling in SRL, and communicating with them through emails
and invited interviews. To overcome the scalability challenge of
observation in situ, we will utilize the learning technologies such
as automated testing and automated feedback, and track student
programming activities daily.

BACKGROUND

SRL is defined as a process in which students actively monitor and
adapt their learning progress, using regulation strategies on behaviors, motivation cognition, and metacognition, in order to achieve
their learning goals [2]. Several models have been postulated to
categorize SRL process, but most models of SRL are composed of
at least four cyclical phases, including task analysis, planning, enactment, and self-evaluation [21, 22]. In the phase of task analysis,
students first need to define a task as an easy or a hard task, and
analyze the task based on both the difficulty level of the task and
individual cognitive factors [23]. In the phase of planning, students
set a standard for satisfactory task performance, and set goals and
plan actions based on the standard [24]. In the phase of enactment,
students perform the planned task, continuously monitor and utilize
strategies to regulate their behaviors and emotions, and gather environmental resources (e.g., teacher feedback and help from peers)
[23, 25]. In the last phase of self-evaluation, students evaluate their
performance and identify the causal attributions that positively or
negatively influence their performance and reflect on how to make
improvements in subsequent tasks based on feedback [26].
SRL has been studied from different angles in computing education, including the relationship between SRL and CS student
academic success, interventions for specific SRL elements, and how
CS students at different levels conduct SRL. These studies confirm
some findings of studies on SRL in other disciplines, and deepened
our understanding of the specific challenges and issues CS students may face. On the one hand, computing education research
on this topic largely confirmed the findings on the relationship
between SRL and academic success from other disciplines. Bergin
et al. [18] surveyed 35 students enrolled in a CS1 course, and found
that students who used more metacognitive strategies performed
better than those who used fewer metacognitive strategies, and
higher-performing students generally tend to have a higher level
of intrinsic motivation of learning than lower-performing students.
Loksa and Ko [11] examined the problem-solving process of 37
students. They found that successful SRL relies on adequate programming knowledge, and students who engage in more planning
and comprehension monitoring had overall fewer errors in their
code than their counterparts who did not. On the other hand, many
studies found that CS students, especially novice learners, need
facilitations or help on performing effective SRL [15, 27]. Ko et al.
[14] found that students had difficulties in regulating their choices
of problem-solving strategies, despite knowing which one is more
effective, and recommended explicit teaching and learning on SRL
to strengthen student capabilities in problem-solving.
A handful of studies investigated what the strategies that students apply when working on their programming assignments are.

3

RESEARCH DESIGN

This study is guided by one research question: What SRL struggles
do CS students have when working on programming assignments?.

3.1

Experiment Design

To answer this question, we explore student SRL struggles in programming through a case study. An instrumental case study was a
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suitable approach to answer this research question because it captures the complexities of a phenomenon at a substantially detailed
level that can not be achieved by surveys or controlled experimental
designs [34]. Our case study is on a complex programming assignment in the context of CS2. 135 students from a large university in
the northwestern United States participated in this case study. The
assignment asked students to code a command-line interface that
allows users to manipulate any string input in various ways, such as
character replacement, insertion, and removal. It takes about 250 to
300 lines of Java code to complete the assignment. The assignment
lasted for two weeks; during the two weeks, six lab sessions were
arranged for students to work on the assignment with the support
and facilitation from two teaching assistants. To strengthen the idea
of decoupling, we designed the assignment in a way that required
students to code seven independent unit functions and to utilize
them in the main function.
To achieve observing student progress towards completing the
assignment in situ, we deployed an automated feedback system for
this programming assignment using version control and continuous integration tools [i.e., GitHub and Travis-CI(travis-ci.com)].
All students participating in this case study had sufficient knowledge in using version control tools (e.g., Git) through commandline tools before taking this course. They were all encouraged to
push their code to GitHub whenever they got a chance to work
on the assignment every day. Every push to GitHub would trigger automated testing on Travis-CI. Sequentially, students would
be notified of the feedback from the automated testing immediately after they pushed their code to GitHub. By tracking the log
information from the automated feedback system, we were
able to observe student coding behaviors in situ on a daily
basis, such as lines of changed code, which test cases were
passed successfully, and snapshots of student code per push
to GitHub.
To tailor the automated feedback for the programming assignment, we developed unit testing for each of the required functions.
Our efforts aimed to (1) provide multiple test cases reaching sufficient test coverage, and (2) provide customized feedback that
addresses the gap between the expected and actual output per individual function [6, 13]. An example of what students receive for
automated feedback is demonstrated in Figure 1. Students’ assignments were graded based on (a) the percentage of test cases that
were passed through the automated testing system by the deadline
and (b) manual testing with more randomized testing cases on all
required functions, including both the unit and main functions. To
achieve a reliable result on the manual testing, each assignment
was graded by two graders. The inter-rater reliability of grading
(Cohen’s Kappa) was .96.

3.2

Figure 1: A partial screenshot of the automated feedback
that students received.

Figure 2: An example of how we reached out to potentially
struggling students.
on two criteria. We identified a student as potentially struggling in
SRL when a student:
• failed to start working on the assignment in time (e.g., not
starting before 1/2 of the allowed time passed) or make little
efforts in an extended period of time (e.g., no commits in
seven days)
• failed to pass the same test case in three sequential commits
& pushes to GitHub
To confirm if our "observation" is accurate and what SRL struggles these students have, we reached out to them individually on a
daily basis (see Figure 2) to (1) address their knowledge or problemsolving gaps if there are any, (2) confirm if they were struggling,
and (3) invite them to have a brief face-to-face interview within
two days, focusing on a simple question "What do you think you
were struggling in terms of SRL?". We documented all the email
communications and transcribed all face-to-face interviews.
To answer the proposed research question, we applied grounded
theory analysis to the collected data. Different from other qualitative analysis, the grounded theory does not start with a structured
coding framework. Instead, the grounded theory involves the development of a coding framework from the data itself [35]. There are
two steps in the grounded theory analysis: The first step is open
coding, where the data is broken down into distinct segments in

Data collection and analysis

We collected all student performance on the programming assignment, and tracked the data associated with each student’s push
of code to Github, including the number of lines of changed code,
which test cases were passed successfully, and snapshots of student
code. To identify the potential struggles of SRL, we set up an alert
microservice that sent us a list of potentially struggling students on
a daily basis. The microservice identified potential struggles based
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Table 1: Students’ SRL struggles in programming assignments.
Struggles of SRL
Task Analysis
Misunderstand requirements
Lack of fundamental skills
Coding before thinking
Fail to decompose problems
Self-Control
Procrastination
Underestimate time
Self-Reflection
Lack of reflections on feedback
Fail to seek help

Freq
18
7
4
4
3
20
12
8
14
10
4

%Freq
35%
13%
8%
8%
6%
38%
23%
15%
27%
19%
8%

An individual student may encounter more than one
type of SRL struggles.

Figure 3: A Venn diagram of failures to pass all the test cases
and struggles in SRL.

order to obtain the full collection of concepts in the data, so a coding framework can be generated. The second step is axial coding,
where the coding framework is further refined based on theoretical
frameworks and comparison within the data. The grounded theory
analysis avoids force-fitting observations into rigid categories and
misclassification [36].

our quantitative analysis results, we would like to highlight three
findings.
First, students who demonstrated SRL struggles tend to have
weaker performance than their counterparts. 91.9% of (34 out of
37) confirmed struggling students did not pass all the test cases
of this programming assignment. Vice versa, students who have
weaker performance in the programming assignment also tend to
encounter SRL struggles. 77.2% (34 out of 44) of students who did
not pass all the test cases were confirmed as struggling in SRL. This
relationship is presented in Figure 3.
Second, more students are identified struggling in SRL as the
deadline approaches. The assignment lasted for two weeks, and
over 80% of the confirmed struggling students were identified in
the second week. As the deadline is approaching, substantially
more students were confirmed as struggling. Regardless of the relationship between student performance and struggles in SRL, it is
interesting to note that the conventional metrics of automated testing systems are less useful to capture these struggles (see Figure 4).
Student average performance based on automated testing showed
consistent improvement over time, but failed to capture any SRL
struggles.
Third, self-control is the most frequent SRL struggle that students
encounter. There are two subcategories of struggles in self-control:
procrastination and underestimating the needed time. This is evidenced by (1) failing to participate in the required lab sessions
and (2) starting the assignment too late. Among the 37 individual
students confirmed as struggling, 11 failed to participate in the
required lab sessions. When we applied the coding frame to these
11 students, we found that they also tend to have other types of
SRL struggles (see Table 2).
The assignment lasted for two weeks; among the 37 individual
students, 19 did not start working on the assignment until the
first week passed. When we plot the time when students started
working on the assignment against the ratio of passed test cases,
it is apparent that students who began late tended to do less well
than their counterparts (see Figure 5). To quantify this observation,
we applied correlation analysis to the starting time and student

4 RESULTS
4.1 Coding framework
The development of a coding framework for student SRL struggles
in programming is a multi-step process. First, we identified and
reached out to 47 students who demonstrated behaviors of struggles
by two criteria (see Section 3.3), and confirmed that 37 students
were struggling through either email communications or face-toface meetings. Second, we analyzed all collected data of these 37
students, including both the tracked data and other qualitative data,
such as email responses and transcribed interview texts through
open coding. Two coders worked independently at this step, either
coding the data to existing codes, or creating a new code, identifying
a description of the newly created code and examples. The open
coding process yielded a total of 23 distinct codes. Third, at the
step of the axial coding, the two coders worked collaboratively
to iteratively rene the established codes into categories, merging
codes where appropriate. Overall, our coding process is informed
by the existing SRL framework developed by Zimmerman [37] and
CS-specific SRL strategies framework developed by Falkner et al.
[8]. Our final framework is presented in Table 1.

4.2

Quantitative analysis results

Our analysis reveals that students encountered a range of SRL
struggles when working on programming assignments, such as
lack of reflections, underestimating the needed time, and failure
to decompose problems. Using the grounded theory analysis, we
classified these struggles into three main categories, including (1)
task analysis, (2) self-control, and (3) self-reflection. Table 1 presents
the three categories in our finalized coding framework. Among
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Figure 4: Average passed test cases and confirmed struggling
students over time.
Table 2: SRL struggles in programming assignments of students who (1) were confirmed struggling and (2) failed to participate in the required lab sessions
Struggles of SRL
Task Analysis
Misunderstand requirements
Lack of fundamental skills
Coding before thinking
Fail to decompose problems
Self-Control
Procrastination
Underestimate time
Self-Reflection
Lack of reflections on feedback
Fail to seek help

Freq
12
5
3
4
0
11
7
4
7
6
1

Figure 5: The time when a student started working on the
assignment vs. the ratio of passed test cases (using jittering
to avoid overlapping).

%Freq
40.0%
16.7%
10.0%
13.3%
0.0%
36.7%
23.3%
13.3%
23.3%
20.0%
3.3%

in the lack of understanding in the assignment requirements, such
as putting all code under the main function, and making changes
to function parameters that were not allowed to be changed. For
instance, several students expressed doubts, confusion about coding
the required unit functions at one point in time, and expressed regrets of not following the requirements later during the interviews.
One student said: "(Although) I coded everything in the main method,
I thought I was being systematic and broke down the problem to pieces
that I can tackle. I know what decoupling is ... I just didn’t realize why
that can be useful until I started debugging my code by the feedback
on Travis(-CI)."
Second, the lack of self-reflection slowed down students’ progress
substantially in completing the assignment. As is indicated in Section 3.2, students were provided instant automated feedback that
breaks down to each of the required unit functions and main function. Multiple students repeatedly told us that they were doing fine
despite failing the same test cases in more than three sequential
commits & pushes to GitHub, and eventually did not succeed in
passing all the test cases. Surprisingly, many of these students did
not see the automated feedback as the feedback that they should reflect upon and take advantage of. Instead, they saw it as a reference
that is useful only when they need it. For instance, one student
said: "I see the Travis(-CI) feedback as just a reference (that) shouldn’t
interfere with my progress. (I believe) I have my own thinking, and I
will pass all test cases when I finish everything." As for not seeking
help in time, several students expressed hesitation to admit that
they need help or let other people know that they need help. This
led them to change a few lines of code, make frequent commits and
pushes to GitHub, and check to see if the automated testing results

An individual student may encounter more than one
type of SRL struggles.

performance on this assignment, and found that starting time to
be negatively correlated with performance, r(133) = -.38, p < .05. In
other words, the later a student begins working on the assignment,
the less likely the student is to perform well.

4.3

Qualitative analysis results

Our qualitative analysis of our communications with struggling
students indicates that such students lack knowledge about the
effective practice of SRL, and may face challenges that are beyond
academics. Among all of our findings in qualitative analysis, we
would like to highlight three results. First, students struggle in task
analysis in various ways that they may not be aware of. A thorough understanding of the task is always necessary for effective
programming and problem-solving, yet we found multiple evidence
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have changed. One student who failed to pass the same test case
for five times mentioned: "I don’t know ... I just think all other people
experienced the same, so it’s not the right time for me to reach out for
help yet. Maybe if I try a few more times, I will pass that test case ..."
Third, struggles in self-control have various contributing factors.
In many cases, procrastination and underestimating the needed
time are due to academic reasons. Two main reasons are (a) the lack
of skills in assessing difficulty and (b) bad learning habits. Several
students indicated that they always started their assignments when
deadlines were approaching, while some others thought the assignment would take them a day or two, but realized more time was
needed when it was too late. In some extreme cases, self-control
struggles were actually due to non-academic reasons, such as unexpected heavy study load and the need to balance academic and
personal life. For instance, one student had to take five courses for
personal reasons and barely could give enough time and effort to
any course he/she was taking. For another instance, a student had to
take two part-time jobs to support his/her academic life, and had no
choice but to miss all the lab sessions where his classmates worked
on the assignment with the support from teaching assistants.

5

data only retrospectively, students can only recall what happened,
and provide a perspective that is limited by the memory and their
own understanding [8, 28]. When examining student self-reflection
in programming in situ, Loksa et al. [31] found that many students
struggled in performing basic self-reflection, and some of them were
even not aware of this process. Surprisingly, even as we made the
feedback immediately available to students, some of them still chose
not to use or largely ignored it. There are two possible explanations
for this finding: (1) the lack of adaptivity of automated feedback
that makes it difficult to understand, and (2) there is an urgent need
to help students recognize the importance of self-reflection, such
as how to use feedback and seek help when needed [39, 40].
We believe further research into understanding the SRL struggles novice learners face in programming is warranted. Replication studies are critical to achieving a thorough and systematic
understanding of what struggles novice learners tend to have in
programming [41]. Future research may consider replicating our
data collection methods that combine observation, identification
of struggles, and interviews with struggling students in a different
context, using a different programming language. Future work may
consider comparing and exploring the strengths and weaknesses
of the coding frameworks developed by Falkner et al. [8] and in
our study. Falkner et al. [8] used self-reflection journals as the main
instrument to measure student SRL while we mainly relied on tracking and observing the data generated from automated testing tools.
A comparison like this may further demonstrate the effectiveness
of the different approaches to addressing the same problem.
Our results suggest that educators seeking to scaffold the development of self-regulation skills should be more targeted. Students
have different SRL struggles to a vastly different extent, and some of
these struggles can be inferred based on tracking student learning
progress, such as procrastination or failure of self-reflection. The
advances in learning technologies, especially automated testing
and feedback, provide a valuable opportunity to observe student
progress (or lack of) in situ at a fine-grained level. Interventions
driven by such data may be more effective in delivering the most
needed help to the right individuals, promoting just-in-time learning. Prior studies found that SRL interventions intended to help
build SRL skills may needlessly slow down and hinder students’
ability to be productive, especially for students with little to no
struggles [31]. Future studies may consider integrating data-driven
approaches in their design of SRL interventions.

DISCUSSION

Using in situ data collection technique, we identified a set of SRL
struggles CS students tend to have in programming assignments,
confirming some previous findings as well as revealing new insights
into student SRL struggles. Several previous studies have identified
challenges for students to perform effective task analysis. The identified issues range from assessing problem difficulties, assessing
the requirements of the given problems, and composing a given
problem [8, 15, 27]. Our combinations of observation and interviews confirmed these findings. These findings highlight the need
to explicitly teach task analysis skills and reinforce the teaching
through purposeful practice in programming courses [11, 18, 30].
Given that students even have problems understanding problem
requirements, a simple intervention that requires students to summarize the requirements may force them to put more effort and
attention to task analysis, thereby reducing mistakes and struggles
at this step [30].
Self-control is the other major SRL struggle students face. Students may put little time and effort into working on the assignment
due to underestimating the needed time and bad learning habits [8].
We found that as it got closer towards the deadline, the more likely
such struggles will be observed. It may not be the responsibility
of CS instructors to cultivate good learning habits in college students, but innovative intervention approaches can undoubtedly be
used to help students do a better job in monitoring their progress.
Marin et al. [20] found that email alert reminding students of lacking progress was hated, but effectively pushed them to put effort
into their assignments. Prior educational psychology studies may
shed light on how we design and implement effective interventions
that strengthen student self-control, such as precommitment and
subgoals [19, 38].
Different from some previous studies, we found that many students who had SRL struggles lack the knowledge or skills to perform
effective self-reflection, even with the support from automated feedback. When surveys and self-reflection journals are used to collect

6

CONCLUSION

We investigated student SRL struggles in the context of CS2 through
a case study using multiple in situ data collection approaches, such
as tracking student progress, identifying struggling students, and
confirming the struggles through emails and follow-up interviews.
We performed data collection on a daily basis. We identified and
ranked common student SRL struggles, including task analysis,
self-control, and self-reflection, and revealed findings on each type
of struggle through quantitative and qualitative data analysis. This
study contributes to a deeper understanding of what SRL struggles
students face in programming, and provides guidance on intervention designs for the identified SRL struggles.
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